Beatty Lake Backpack

The forecast was for rain, rain, and more rain. In fact, we met a conservation officer in the parking lot
who quizzed us on our preparedness for rain and snow. Four well prepared hikers, one a backpacking
rookie, met at the Petro Can on HI way 1 to spend the long weekend of July in the Height of the Rockies
Provincial Park. Our destination was Beatty Lake campsite,16.9 k kms away, 2 kms NW of the BC/AB
border. We passed through 3 campsites to reach our goal. Beatty Lake site is a first come first serve
site, and the others were already fully booked and had been for some time.

Departing the trailhead at Interlakes parking lot, we hiked varied terrain from old 4x4 trail, talus, bolder,
forest, meadow, headwall and snow patches and snowpack from avalanches.. The trail was beautifully
maintained and signed. There were waterfalls and lots of bridges crossing the full fast creeks.

We were advised of a grizzly and her cubs who had been sighted in the first campsite few hours earlier.

The report was validated by ENORMOUS fresh piles of scat on the trail.
It was a rain coat on, rain coat off kind of day. We took our time, identifying and smelling flowers as we
went. Does anyone know where that heavenly vanilla -cotton- candy smell in the bush comes from?
The headwall was long and steep, one section had a ladder or steps….the group thought one more rung
or riser would make it so much more user friendly, as some short legged had to use more than legs to
ascend and descend.

Very few hikers on the trail on the way in. We arrived at the campsite which is right on the lake and set
up tents in light rain. The sun came out for supper and kept us warm. We took advantage of having the
site to ourselves by each of us having her/his personal bear locker. We could see the weather changing
and quickly packed up and took to our tents for the night. Tucked inside the tents ,to the sounds of rain
and thunder, a hiker read us goodnight stories from her Readers Digest. It was easy to sleep after a
great hike in.

We got up to misty low cloud and the forecast for continued electrical activity, so our plan of going up
higher was no longer an option. We threw out the next option of hiking through marsh and
bushwhacking through wet forest and vegetation. We did not want to be too wet or cold at our no fire
campsite. Elevation 2,250 m. So we decided instead to return to our cars.

We lingered at Beatty Lake enjoying the beauty ,breaking camp at 11. The return trail was busy with
hikers on their way in. It was wet, it sprinkled, it rained, it sleeted and it poured.

I highly recommend this destination for day trips or backpacking. There are 3 campsites on this trail that
can be reserved. This was a great trip in spite of rain and a change of plan.
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